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was already springing where but six weeks before dead heroes had lain thick as leaves. And the low dhak bushes were beginning to put on their saffron-coloured blossoms, for it was nigh to the time when the Sun on his Car of Great Speed, and unto which are yoked Seven Steeds, would turn to the north, and bring more light and heat to the earth.
But Bhishma, looking like a fire about to die out, was sore spent and lay with closed eyes. Then Krishna, even as a God, spoke to him thus :
" O Grandsire, close to death, knowledge will leave the world with thee ; therefore speak words of truth to Yudistra, who is clouded by grief on account of the slaughter of his kinsman/'
Then Bhishma, opening his eyes smiled seeing Arjuna, and said:
" Yea ! but I thirst greatly, and the earth-water they give me I will not touch, waiting as I do for the return of the Moon and the Sun. O Arjuna ! these shafts of thine pierce and burn, O son ! As thou hast given me pain give me now, as thou canst, celestial water pure to drink/'
Then Arjuna full of grief, replied : "So be it, O my father/'
And taking up the Gandiva bow he fitted to its string a blazing arrow with wings of gold, and aiming at the blue sky above him shot it into the air. And lo ! it disappeared a while from sight, so mighty was the force that sped it. Then once more it. fell softly, like a flying bird piercing the earth with its bill, and where the earth was pierced there rose a jet of water pure, auspicious, cool, of celestial fragrance and taste. And refreshed by this water, Bhishma the Grandsire taking the strong hand of Yudistra, thus addressed him in a voice still deep as that of the clouds :

